
FLUCOM was estabilished in 1991 as  cartridge valves and hydraulic components manufactures.

In 1994/1995 the Family Iotti sold the Company Iotti & Strozzi ( which  was renowed and
worldwide appreciated since the fiefties for gear pumps and distributors ) and bought Flucom.

Under the new Management Flucom grows step by step: new investment together with young
motivated and “on the move” people brought Flucom in the recent years to complete the range of
products showed in our Catalogue and to offer to our Customers special tailored solutions suitable
for all their needs.

Afterwards Flucom focalised its efforts to give to its  quality a recognized standard certification and,
in 1998 Flucom has been found to conform to the quality sistem standard UNI EN ISO 9001.

This goal was improved in July 2002 obtaining the UNI EN ISO 9001:2000 Certification.

All Flucom products in the planning stage are studied and processed from our qualified experts
using a 3D system CAD workstatin allowing a fast and precise carring out of the project.

The valves are realized in 4 different sizes (20-30-50-70 ) and are threated according to the
unified Standard System ISO 6149f ;  more than 200 different models are produced in order to
stand the flow up to 400 l/min and the pressure up to 420 bar. 
Assembled with standard bodies they generate more than 30.000 different solutions.

All the valves belonging to the same size range are interchangeable among themselves quite apart
from their function. This considerable flexibility allows to realize a lot of hydraulic circuits reducing
volume, costs, weight and stock.
Thank to the range of forming tools, several different applications are of easy carrying out both
from Flucom as well as directly form the Customer himself simply executing cavities and ports.

To ensure a top quality standard, all our products are tested 100% before delivery.

The constant development and in depth study, make models and version ranges more and more
wide adding therefore an always greater value to the know how that we hand on from  generation
to generation.



                                    






